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What is “digital financial
”. . .
. . . And what are its implications?
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Defining “digital financial inclusion”

Components of “digital financial inclusion”:
• Digital stored-value platform that combines functionality of a
payment instrument with that of a current account (digital
transactional platform)
• Network of agents providing ubiquitous means of turning cash
into digital value stored on a transactional platform and turning
stored value back into cash (agent network)
• Additional financial products and services via digital
transactional platform and agent network:

Digital transactional platform may be leveraged by
combinations of banks and non-banks to offer
additional financial products and services to the
financially excluded and underserved, often using
both financial and non-financial digital data
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Why digital financial inclusion matters to low income people
Some reasons . . .

•

Digital transactional platform permits them to transact locally in potentially
irregular, tiny amounts, helping them to manage their characteristically
uneven income and expenses

•

Functionality also makes possible offering of other financial products tailored
to their needs

•

Low cost of delivery (as compared with conventional branch-based
financial products) makes both digital transactional platform and additional
products offered via the platform potentially affordable to poor customers
while also profitable to providers

•

Promotes economic empowerment by enabling asset accumulation (and
increasing economic participation)
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Consumer issues at frontiers of digital financial inclusion

New consumer risks with digital financial inclusion and
channel-linked ways to mitigate them, considering both
digital transactional platform and additional services offered:
– channel-specific challenges (e.g., agent fraud, service
interruption, price transparency with multiple
embedded services)
– product-specific challenges (e.g., over-indebtedness
risk with “push-credit,” price-transparency challenges
with insurance, miss-selling risk with investments)
Channel-specific mitigating factors (e.g., customer hotlines
for dispute resolution)
– but will these work for vulnerable customers?
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Models of digital financial inclusion and their risk implications

Models of digital financial inclusion emerging around the
world:
– often introduce new market participants – many of them nonbanks, e.g., mobile network operators (MNOs)
– often allocate roles and risks (both new and well known) in
different ways as compared with traditional approaches to retail
financial service delivery
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Implications for Russia . . .
. . . What is happening at home?
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Example from Russia: Non-bank, non-MNO e-money issuer
NBCO

Agent
Digital
transmission of
transaction
details

Non-bank,
non-MNO

Client
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Prospects of digital financial inclusion in Russia – results of
CGAP 2014 research

Opportunities
•
•
•
•

•

48% use Internet daily
66% of Internet users use
innovative channels vs. 26%
Russia-wide
#1 reason for using innovative
channels – their convenience
(40-48% of respondents)
15% higher awareness about
innovative channels among
younger people
High growth rates in the first 6
months of 2014*:
•
•
•

20% more users of epayments
8% more users of e-wallets
Transaction volume
expected to double in 2014
* http://moneynews.ru/News/18936/

Challenges
• Internet coverage – 52%
(Yandex 2013)
• 32% do not use Internet
• Attitude to innovative channels:
•
•
•

19-27% not aware of them
82-91% have not used in the
last 12 months
28-37% do not use because
they don’t know how

• 23-24% do not trust payments
through internet/mobile phone
• Sensitivity to amounts paid:
•

43-60% can pay any amount
through bank channels vs.
21% through e-wallet/mobile
phone account
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Global implications of digital
financial inclusion
Opportunities for Russia on the global stage
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Embedding financial inclusion in work of global standard-setting bodies
(SSBs)

Int’l Assoc of Insurance
Supervisors Joint Working
Group with CGAP
Microinsurance Network

2005

2006

1st Financial Stability
Institute Seminar on
promoting inclusive
financial systems

Basel Committee
workstream on
microfinance

2008

G20 GPFI white
paper on SSBs and
financial inclusion

2010

G20 GPFI created;
Standard-setting
included in Financial
Inclusion Action Plan

2011

GPFI/FSI conference
and SSBs and
digital financial
inclusion

2012

2014

FATF ministers
recognize financial
exclusion risk in
adopting new mandate
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One reason why each SSB cares about digital financial inclusion
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS)
Large scale digital transactional platforms replacing banks and digital stored value looks a
lot like a deposit
Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems (CPSS)
Can large scale digital transactional platform be systemic (though only small % of total
payment transaction value)?
Financial Action Task Force (FATF)
How to balance law enforcement gain in terms of newly traceable transactions against
money-laundering and terrorist financing risk if relaxed KYC allowed for digital
transactional platforms?
International Association of Deposit Insurers (IADI)
Should digital stored value to be treated as a “deposit” for deposit insurance purposes,
and if so, what consequences?
International Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS)
Product bundling traditionally frowned upon by insurance supervisors, yet all insurance
sold via mobile is “bundled” . . . How must bundling concept be rethought?

International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO)
Investment sales regulation relies heavily on disclosure . . . how to approach with digitally
marketed securities (and BoP customers)?
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Advancing financial inclusion to improve the lives of the poor

www.cgap.org

